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BACKGROUND  -  I, J, the founder of the boundary conditions, whose hope is the 
firm designs itself out of business, act an agent to cosmic audience on behalf multitudes 

of past and future generations as a heartbeat for life in the present moment, or a small soil 
microbe to do its part in cleaning the big mess.  Pave the way for those to come, rip the 

future out of eternity and stitch it into the present by articulating and implementing social 
patterns of a regenerative economy.  Boundary conditions endeavors are simple, well 

timed, effective and unstoppable on small, daily and localized levels, operated on deep-
ordered rates of change over long time periods. Online, unlocked and armed with the 

faith of those who came before me in my leadership, I sing on behalf the extinct species 
and those yet to emerge. 

BUSINESS ACTIVITY  -  After a solid half-decade of preparation work, formal 
business kicked off January 1st with international certification in design and consultancy at 

the Permaculture Research Institute of Australia.  With a few urban consults in MN, 
growing mycelial connections in ID, the development of material such as business cards, 

website, and farmers market presentation documents defined the late winter period.  
Summer brought in collaboration with other practitioners in the inland NW, as well as 
involvement with local related businesses in Boundary/Bonner Counties in ID.  As of 

September, I was brought on the board of directors for the regional guild of 
permaculturists. My work and methodologies have been formally and well received from 
multiple agencies, international and local.  I’ve acquired multiple branches of incoming 
clients; without having put any effort into marketing yet, either! Many acquired industry 

credentials through local programs over the past few years seal the deal – the 
professionalism of my services cannot be written off.  I have been involved in the 

development of keystone projects of society-shifting significance.  I don't need to impress 
anyone at this point, I only need to educate regarding the nature of the craft.  I had to put 
some serious reins on explosive growth of the business, getting involved in high budget 

operations and even turning down clients.  Business concludes this late December with an 



 
absolute abundance of autumn’s harvest of garden storage veggies in the root cellar and 

projects in the queue for 2019.  Not bad for a part time side hustle from my 
homesteading lifestyle and other work. 

LOOKING AHEAD  -  My plan is to push the market and see how ambitious of 
regeneration projects I can get carried out.  At this point as a species we need designs 
implemented.  If I can figure out a general framework of patterns for creating positive 
effectual change in this dilapidated community, that can be modified to other analogue 
contexts.  Create restorative jobs in the new economy.  Lots of outreach is planned 
through local groups. I started this business so that in 50 years time I could be a world 
class professional… and offer apex quality instruction.  Just as I far surpassed goals for 
2018, in classic break-neck speed pacing, it looks like I have largely achieved long term 
goals 50 years ahead of time, with no shortage of work in sight to fill that time either.  No 
suitable site has been found worthy to establish a Northern Rockies PRI.   Our next solar 
revolution, as we celebrate on this most blessed of equinox, holds great promise for those 
who wish to evolve alongside universal self-consciousness. The solutions are out there, 
life persists, and we are shifting back to a more connected, ecological reality.  Get plugged 
in and flourish. PAX 
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